
SAINT ANGELA SCHOOL 
ALTERNATIVE LEARNING PLAN ASSIGNMENTS 

Week of May11-14, 2020 
 

Teacher _____Ms. Lucy_________________________  Grade _____P-K3_________ 
  
Math: 1. Do at least one supplemental worksheet from the folder # 1. 
2. Visit the following site, download the worksheet, trace number 9 and color the pictures. The 
child writes the name. 
 https://www.worksheetfun.com/letter and numbers/fun-numbertracing-9.pdf 
3. Draw four squares and one crescent. Color the square orange and the crescent yellow. 
4. Shape town- a crescent - https://youtu.be/hg--ymisbSg 
5.Work with the playdough counting mats from the folder. 
 
English/Language Arts: 1. Listen to the following stories. Play the story for the first time for 
enjoyment. Next, play the second time and discuss the plot and the action of the main 
characters. 
“The very hungry caterpillar”-  https://youtu.be/75NQK-Sm1YY 
“Waiting for wings”- https://youtu.be/bLDrv4X4H9Y 
“From caterpillar to butterfly”- https://youtu.be/lItvNJ6YY98 
“Charlie the caterpillar” - https://youtu.be/Xx8VY2b2ZQc 
 2.Write one row of capital “A” and one row of lowercase “a” on the ruled paper. Write your 
name. 
3. Parents, please write the following words in capital letters on a piece of paper. Ask your child 
to spell the words every day. 
CATERPILLAR    BUTTERFLY   DRAGONFLY   LADYBUG   GRASSHOPPER   BEETLE  
 4.Color the pictures that start with the letter “A” (the worksheet in the folder) 
Letter sounds - https://youtu.be/yupUrBuBPlg 
 
Science: 1. Watch the following videos and discuss these questions: What is an insect? How 
many body parts do they have? How many legs do they have? Can you name some insects? 
Inspect an insect - https://youtu.be/3166nK3Gym8  
How a caterpillar becomes a butterfly- https://youtu.be/V5RSpMQQOpw 
Insect song - https://youtu.be/lxH7NBbL9JY 
2. Draw the four stages of butterfly development. Write your first and last name. 
 
Art: 1. Use the playdough and make capital/lowercase “A’a”. 
2.Cocoon and butterfly- As your child learns about the life cycle of a butterfly, make a cocoon 
with a toilet paper tube and white yarn. Next, decorate a clothespin with pom poms to look like 
a caterpillar and put it inside the cocoon. Paint the coffee filter with watercolors for the wings. 
When it is time for the butterfly to come out of the cocoon, the butterfly “wings” are clipped in 
the clothespin caterpillar. 
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Music and Movement: 
1.Lady bug song - https://youtu.be/JwaqRYTirkI 
Butterfly song and more- https://youtu.be/xx12nsyjqwE 
2.Ants in my pants dance along-  https://youtu.be/daVzGVXFlJk 
 
Spanish: Find the assignments on the teacher’s website. 
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